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Chapter 1

Our Students’ Best Interest Does Not Always Align
with the Current Standards Movement
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ears ago, when the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation went into effect,
teachers and administrators overreacted, so panicked by these new federal requirements that many states turned to shallow exams as a means of demonstrating student “progress.” This was tragic, for although many states had rich standards in place, they often chose
assessments that valued lower-level thinking. And as we now know, instruction was not driven by what standards were adopted; instead, instruction was driven by shallow assessments.
Many negative consequences spawned from the NCLB era. Writing, for example,
wasn’t even mentioned under NCLB guidelines, and, as a result, it got short shrift in many
states when it came time to develop the new NCLB-aligned assessments (more on this
in a moment). Because recreational reading was seen as “soft,” it got kicked to the curb.
Because surface-level thinking was demanded, it became the norm. (The 2012 SAT reading
scores, for example, were the lowest scores in four decades. The juniors and seniors who
took that test were in kindergarten and in first grade when NCLB began, thus becoming
the first group of students whose entire school experience was shaped by NCLB-driven
instruction.) Because of their allegiance to these new tests, schools started churning out
memorizers instead of thinkers. We produced fewer students who could write coherent
extended pieces. More students left our schools hating to read. And teaching students how
to think deeply—to analyze, to synthesize, to evaluate—became a much more arduous task.
Looking back at the NCLB movement, it is easy to see how the testing pressures led
schools away from those practices proven to be in the best interest of developing literate,
well-rounded students. Those pressures were real—often with teachers’ jobs on the line—
and teaching to the test became the laser-like focus at many schools. I can remember
conducting workshops for the various schools in my district where teachers spent hours
discussing, breaking down, and prioritizing newly adopted state standards. We spent
inordinate amounts of time sifting the new standards into categories: Which of these
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standards should be designated as “power standards”? Which of these standards were most
likely to be tested? Which of these standards should receive less attention? We felt a need to
prioritize the standards because we realized immediately that there were too many of them,
that it was impossible to meaningfully teach all of them. (Marzano and Kendall [1998]
studied the standards implemented in states across the country and came to the conclusion
that we would have to change K–12 to K–22 to have enough time to properly teach the
standards adopted by most states.) As teachers, we were panicked because we realized there
was simply not enough time to do what we were being asked to do. Worse, we came to the
realization that some of the most valued standards (e.g., the ability to write a multi-draft
essay) were not going to be tested at all. Teachers were thus stuck in No Man’s Land: should
we provide our students with the deep writing experiences we know they need, or should
we gear our instruction toward raising test scores? With pressure from administrators and
from the public, many teachers chose the latter approach.
Regardless of the instructional approaches taken, not having enough time to teach the
standards that would be tested exacerbated the situation. To make sure students were ready
for the tests in the spring, schools rushed to develop a series of benchmark exams. We began
testing students to see if they were ready to take even more tests. School benchmarks. District
benchmarks. State benchmarks. I remember joking that if my boss demanded just a couple
more tests, I’d have the easiest (and most boring) job in the world—I could stop teaching
altogether and simply be a test monitor. Kind of funny until you consider the teacher in
Texas who told me that to meet her school district’s testing demands, she had to spend fiftyfive days of her school year either directly testing her students or preparing her students
for tests. Fifty-five days she was not teaching. Fifty-five days her students were not learning
(that’s nearly one-third of a school year where her students are not receiving instruction).
So at a time when teachers desperately needed extra time to teach the standards, time was
taken away so students could have extra test prep time. The results, by now, are well known:
reading instruction shifted to an over-emphasis on surface-level understanding. Writing
instruction was radically reduced (and in some schools, all but eliminated). And in the
middle of all this madness we lost sight of what was in the best interest of our students.
The Common Core State Standards (and other new standards movements like the Next
Generation Science Standards) are now here and I am afraid it is starting to feel like déjà vu.
We are consumed by talk of a new wave of onerous testing. We are concerned that top-down
reform will not work. We find ourselves incredulous at talk of evaluating teachers through
one-time test scores. We are offended that the teaching of kids from all kinds of backgrounds
(who possess a vast array of ability levels) is characterized as a “Race to the Top.”
These concerns raise a new concern: that the issues swirling around the adoption of
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the newest set of standards, much like the issues generated by the NCLB era, have again
diverted our focus from the best practices of literacy instruction. The pressures generated
by NCLB, for example, clouded the judgment of many teachers and administrators, veering
instruction away from best practices and leading to an over-emphasis on multiple-choice
exam preparation. I am concerned that the pressures generated by the latest rounds of new
standards and new testing are tempting teachers to abandon what they know is best for their
children, sending both teachers and students down similar destructive instructional paths.
To avoid repeating some of the mistakes made during previous reform movements, and
to ensure that quality instruction remains at the forefront of our classrooms, educators
would be best served to keep three key lessons in mind:
Lesson 1: Avoid falling in love with these standards. They won’t be here forever.

Lesson 2: Recognize that the standards by themselves are necessary but insufficient.

ow

Lesson 3: Remember that good teaching is not about “covering” a new list of
standards; good teaching is grounded in practices proven to sharpen our students’
literacy skills.
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Let’s take a brief look at each of these lessons.
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Lesson 1: Avoid falling in love with these standards.
They won’t be here forever.
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In any era of new standards, we should remind ourselves that new sets of standards come
and new sets of standards go. And though the Common Core State Standards (CCSS),
for example, are in some ways a marked improvement from the standards of previous
movements, the CCSS, too, have their share of shortcomings (more on this later). Before
we myopically fixate on any set of new standards, teachers and administrators would be
well served to remind themselves two things about the new standards: (1) teachers who
religiously follow them are being asked to do things that are not in the best interest of our
students, and (2) these new standards will one day be ushered out the door to make room
for the next generation of “improved” standards. When first introduced, new standards
come with a certain gravitas—a gravitas, however, that is unlikely to persist. One study, How
Well Are American Students Learning? The 2012 Brown Center Report on American Education,
notes that “standards with real consequences are most popular when they are first proposed.
Their popularity steadily declines from there, reaching a nadir when tests are given and
consequences kick in. Just as the glow of consensus surrounding NCLB faded after a few
years, cracks are now appearing in the wall of support for the Common Core” (Loveless 2012,
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Chapter 2

Staying True to What Works in the Teaching of Reading
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was pumped as my seniors walked into class one Monday morning. This was the day that
they would begin reading 1984, one of my favorite novels to teach. After a few introductory comments explaining the concept of a dystopia and hinting at the book’s relevance to
today’s world, I paused and asked a question to get the conversation started:
“Does anyone have an idea why we will be reading this book?” I asked, hopeful that
someone in the room would make a connection to today’s surveillance-heavy world, to
Edward Snowden, to the NSA, to Kim Jong Un, to contemporary propaganda . . . to anything.
“Cuz you want us to write an essay?” asked Antonio.
The worst part about Antonio’s response was that I truly could not tell if he was being
sarcastic. But, really, does it matter? If he was being sarcastic, then his comment can certainly
be interpreted as a stinging indictment of what he has come to believe reading to be. If he
was not being sarcastic, then his comment can also certainly be interpreted as a stinging
indictment of what he has come to believe reading to be. Either way, not good. For Antonio,
and I suspect for many of his classmates, great works of literature have been turned into ten
weeks of worksheets, culminating in the writing of dry, teacher-directed essays.
When considering what might be a more effective approach to the teaching of reading,
it will be helpful to start by examining the ten Common Core anchor reading standards.
Yes, I know not all states have adopted the CCSS, but I do believe all teachers will benefit
from a close examination of the Common Core anchor reading standards. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, the new reading standards by themselves are necessary but insufficient. They get
many things right, and they get some things wrong. Examining what they get right and what
they get wrong will be beneficial for all teachers of reading, whether your state has adopted
the CCSS or not.
In this chapter, we examine what the standards get right about the teaching of reading
and how teaching to students’ strengths will make them better readers. In Chapter 3, we
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Chapter 3

Where the Common Core Reading Standards Fall Short
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n Chapter 2, we focused on important core values behind the teaching of reading, and in
doing so, we looked at some of the things that the Common Core anchor reading standards get right. Let’s now turn our attention to what they get wrong. When it comes to the
teaching of reading, the new standards raise numerous major concerns:
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Concern 1: Readers should not be conﬁned to stay “within the
four corners of the text.”
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David Coleman and Susan Pimentel, two of the principal architects of the CCSS, have said
on a number of occasions that when reading, students should “stay within the four corners
of the text” (Wilson and Newkirk 2011, 1). By this, they mean that readers should focus
entirely on what the author is saying and what the author is doing, and there should be
little or no emphasis on connecting the reading passage to the outside world. This poem (or
novel, or play), they stress, is really not about your grandmother, so we should stop allowing
our students’ interpretations to lead them far away from the printed page. Instead, Coleman
argues, our students would be better off if the students studied the text on “its own terms.”
To put it bluntly, this is ludicrous. To illustrate just how so, I ask you to read the following
sentence without venturing outside the four corners of the text:
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Syria missed an important deadline this week, failing to turn over all its chemical
weapons.

How’d you do? My guess is that you can tell me what the text says without straying from
the four corners (Syria missed its deadline to turn over chemical weapons). I am sure you can
also tell me what the writer does (stylistically, the author connects an independent clause as
an “end branch” to the sentence). But can you tell me what the text means without activating
your thinking beyond the four corners of the text? No, because deeply comprehending this
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sentence is impossible without considering the following:
Where is Syria located?
Who is president of Syria?
What is the history of the current conflict in Syria?
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What do you know about Syria?

Why has Syria been told to turn over its chemical weapons?

Who has demanded that Syria turn over its chemical weapons?
When and why did Syria agree to do so?

Based on other examples in recent history, what might happen if Syria refuses to comply?
Given the current regime in Syria, how do we interpret this missed deadline?
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When my students read of the genocide occurring in Syria, are they not to connect their
thinking to their previous studies of Anne Frank’s diary or to Elie Wiesel’s memoir? When
my students read the arguments for and against the Affordable Care Act are they not to
think about the health histories of their families or their neighbors? When my students read
a website “news” story on Fox or MSNBC, are they not to consider the history of these
organizations and how these histories might influence the veracity of what they are reading?
Of course I want my students to be able to tell me what a text says. Of course I want
them to be able to recognize what the text does, to understand the techniques employed by
the author. Of course I want my students to embrace the wrestling match that comes with
making deep sense of challenging texts, to wean themselves from me, their teacher, and to
move away from the learned helplessness many of them have acquired. I want my students
to do all of these things that Coleman and Pimentel advocate. They are all worthy steps in
building deeper readers. But they, alone, are not enough. Stopping inside the four corners of
the text limits our students’ thinking.
The very reason I want my students to read core works of literature and nonfiction is
so that they can eventually get outside the four corners of the text and use these reading
experiences to think about, to understand, to gain greater insight into the world they
are about to inherit. Books worthy of study should be rehearsals for the real world. They
should be springboards to close examination of what is happening in the here and now.
If our students read The Grapes of Wrath (Steinbeck 1939) deeply but never use that
reading experience to catapult them into an examination of today’s immigration debate,
or if our students read Animal Farm (Orwell 1946) and do not apply their newfound
thinking to the propaganda they face in a given day, or if our students read The Red Badge
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Chapter 6

Using Models to Elevate Our Students’ Reading
and Writing Abilities
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n the 1964 World Series between the New York Yankees and the St. Louis Cardinals,
some of the Cardinals players noticed that Yankee outfielder Tom Tresh had a slight limp
as he ran out to his position in left field.
“Does he have a bum knee?” someone asked.
“No,” replied third baseman Ken Boyer. “He runs like that because that’s the way
(Mickey) Mantle runs” (Halberstam 1994, 323). This form of emulation amongst
ballplayers is not uncommon, notes Tim McCarver, Cardinal catcher and Hall of Famer.
McCarver often noticed that “young players, consciously or unconsciously, tended to take
on the mannerisms of the best players of their teams” (Halberstam 1994, 323). There is
no mystery as to why they did this: Aspiring young players study the superstars in hope
of discovering the magic ingredients that fuel their amazing feats—from how they carry
themselves to the way they swing the bat. After all, there’s no better model for success than
those who are successful.
It’s not my job to teach my students how to play baseball, but if it were, I’d want them to
run (and hit) like Mickey Mantle, too. Instead, my job is to build young readers and writers,
which is why I want them to consciously and unconsciously emulate the mannerisms of
the Mickey Mantles of adolescent literacy—the John Greens, the Laurie Halse Andersons,
the Chris Crutchers. Providing models for emulative purposes is critical to deepening my
students’ ability to read and write.

Models Matter in the Teaching of Writing
To show my students the importance of models, I begin by distributing a blank sheet of
paper to everyone in the class. I tell them that I am going to name an item and that I want
them to draw it to the best of their abilities. When they are ready, I write “Kakapo” on the
board and tell them to begin. Without fail, they ask, “What is a Kakapo?” I tell them that if
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they don’t know what it is, they should guess what it might be and to begin drawing what
they think it might look like.
Students come up with some unique creations. After some sharing (and some laughter),
I show them a photograph of an actual Kakapo, which is a flightless member of the parrot
family with a greenish-yellow underbelly, a broad head, a large bill, and an owl-like circular
facial disk (BirdLife International 2014). Of course, their original drawings are inaccurate,
so after they have looked at the photograph for a few seconds, I remove it and then give
them two minutes to revise their drawings. Immediately, their drawings improve. The point
of the lesson? To draw a Kakapo, one must know what a Kakapo looks like. This lesson helps
them to internalize the importance of having a model at their sides.
I am not charged with teaching my students how to draw birds, but I am charged with
teaching them how to read and write better. Instead of photos of Kakapos, they need lots
of models of exemplary writing. If we want our students to write compelling arguments, or
interesting explanatory pieces, or engaging narratives, we need to have our students read,
analyze, and emulate compelling arguments, interesting explanatory pieces, and engaging
narratives. Before they begin writing, they need to know what the writing task at hand looks
like.
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When it comes to the teaching of writing, effective modeling entails much more than
handing students a mentor text and asking them to emulate it. It is not a “one and done”
process. Rather, students benefit when they pay close attention to models before they begin
drafting, they benefit when they pay close attention to models while they are drafting, and
they benefit when they pay close attention to models as they begin moving their drafts into
revision. Mentor texts achieve maximum effectiveness when students frequently revisit
them throughout the writing process. Let’s explore the value of modeling in each of these
stages.

Modeling in the Prewriting Stage
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If we want our students to write in a particular discourse, such as poetry, then we should
begin by providing them with lots of poems to read. As students are swimming in poems,
we must move beyond simply asking them to retell what the poems say; to maximize the
effectiveness of the models, students need to be taught how to read like writers—how to
notice the techniques, the moves, and the choices the poets make. Students are accustomed
to being asked what is written, but asking them to recognize how the text is written is a
different kind of reading than many of them are accustomed to. This shift—from what
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